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Abstract
A major component of the emergence of Web 2.0 is the rise of community question
answer (CQA) forums as both stores of knowledge and platforms of knowledge exchange. Such communities allow registered users to ask and answer questions on a
variety of topics and allow the wider public to access previously answered questions
for reference. As a result, CQAs have garnered extensive research interest in a variety of topics ranging from the identification of authorative users in the community
through so-called expertise networks to the prediction of community feedback on a
question-by-question basis. In this dissertation, we evaluate the applicability of features extracted from such expertise-networks to the prediction of community feedback
and produce a ranking of multiple types of expertise networks by their utility. The
study findings suggest that in highly-technical CQAs the user’s standing within the expertise network is more indicative of the presence, volume and quality of community
feedback on a posted question than the contents and wording of the question itself.
These findings could allow for an improvement in state of the art community feedback
prediction in addition to opening up broader applications for expertise networks in the
context of CQA analysis by showing their utility for a wider range of problems. They
also suggest a fundamental difference in the driving factors of community interactions
between specialised CQAs and broader ones by contrasting the findings on a dataset
extracted from the CrossValidated community in this dissertation to results from related papers on other communities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last few years community question-and-answer forums (CQAs) have risen in
popularity along with the increased digitalisation of society [46]. Nowadays, an individual seeking an answer to any kind of question can easily find a platform for such a
question. Stack Exchange alone hosts 171 communities for different interests, ranging
from highly technical topics such as statistics and mathematics to more abstract ones
such as philosophy and writing [1].
It, therefore, comes as no surprise, that these CQAs have garnered extensive research
interests as they can provide insights into human learning behaviour and community
interactions [46]. This dissertation specifically focuses on improving the prediction
of three types of community interactions in CQAs using specifically designed social
networks called expertise networks. Analysing expertise networks as a representation
of user expertise and the effect the implied community structures have on the levels of
community interactions can help us understand the underlying drivers of social interactions on CQAs.
The three levels of social interactions evaluated in this dissertation are: the presence of
one or more answers, i.e. if there is any kind of social interaction in response to a newly
posted question, the volume of social interaction, represented by the total number of
answers obtained by a question, and the quality of those interactions, represented by
the presence of an answer that was accepted by the asker. Each level of social interaction corresponds to a prediction task and for each one a separate predictive model
was constructed, predicting the presence of one or more answers, the total number of
answers and the presence of an accepted answer. While all three of these levels of
social interactions have been extensively studied in literature the study presented in
this dissertation show that state-of-the-art models could be improved by utilising features extracted from expertise networks and also provide a basis for further research
on alternate use-cases of expertise networks.
A comprehensive list of the major pieces of work made in this dissertation is presented
below:
• Review of the relevant literature and provided an overview of the major related
research areas
7
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• Construction of three types of expertise networks on data extracted from the
CrossValidated community on the StackExchange platform.
• Extraction of features from text, metadata and expertise networks using a plethora
of libraries
• Implementation of a sampling procedure into the pipeline to ensure untainted
split of feature sets
• A comprehensive analysis of features against all three types of social interaction,
identifying key drivers for each of them
• A comparison of these driving factors against previous research on CQAs hosting broader ranges of topics, giving evidence for underlying differences in types
of CQAs
• Evaluation of three constructed and optimised machine-learning models to predict each type of social interaction
• Evidence for the applicability of expertise networks for the aforementioned prediction problems
This report is split into several chapters, which themselves are structured into sections
and subsections. Each chapter focuses on one larger aspect of the work undertaken, as
outlined in the roadmap below:
• Chapter 2: Provides an overview of relevant background literature and sets the
context for the studies presented in this dissertation.
• Chapter 3: Outlines the two research questions, that this dissertation sets out to
answer and provides a brief summary of the steps undertaken to answer them.
• Chapter 4: Gives a complete overview of all work done in the context of this
dissertation, while providing reasoning for each step taken.
• Chapter 5: Presents the results gathered from each relevant step in Chapter 4.
• Chapter 6: Discusses the results gathered in Chapter 5 in context of relevant
background literature and interprets the findings towards the research questions
defined in Chapter 3. A list of limitations to the studies conducted is included.
• Chapter 7:Provides a summary of the main contributions made by this dissertation and also includes a list of further work that could be undertaken based on
the results and conclusions presented in this dissertation.

Chapter 2
Background
CQAs are complex communities that allow for a wide range of social interaction. As
a result, there are many research directions being pursued by a large number of researchers around the globe on the rich datasets extracted from CQAs. One common
research area is to identify so-called expert users that have substantial power within
the community and provide sizable contributions to the community through posting
high-quality content. Movshovitz-Attias et al. [34] propose a framework of identifying expert users based on the user’s first few months of activity on Stack Overflow,
a sub-community of Stack Exchange. Zhou et al. [56] employ a similar approach of
finding expert users on a dataset taken from Yahoo! answers, a similar CQA platform,
proving that such expert users are not just a phenomenon specific to Stack Overflow
but exist on other CQAs as well. On a more specific note, Choetkiertikul et al. [16]
calculated the likelihood of a specific user answering a particular unanswered question. This approach could be used to provide users with questions they are actually
interested in answering and could facilitate improved information exchange.
On the same topic of unanswered questions on CQAs or similar platforms, Asaduzzaman et al. [6] provide a comprehensive overview of the specifics of unanswered
questions on Stack Overflow and provide an attempt at predicting the time a question
will remain unanswered for, using various machine learning algorithms. Similar attempts are made by Yang et al. [53] and Rowe et al. [43] on datasets extracted from
Yahoo! Answers and Twitter, respectively.
Another interesting area of research in the context of CQAs is the application of Social
Network Analysis (SNA) to gain various community insights or extract valuable community features. A common kind of social network constructed on CQA-based data is
a so-called expertise network. Expertise networks are specifically designed social networks for the task predicting expertise levels of users within the community. Molino
et al. [32] construct three kinds of expertise networks drawing on studies by Jurczyk
et al. [23], Bouguessa et al. [9] and Aslay et al. [7] and evaluated the performance of
different SNA features for identifying the best answers to questions based on a dataset
from Yahoo! Answers.
The following sections of this chapter will go in-depth on a selected few of these
9
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aforementioned research areas, while focusing on the more relevant ones in the context
of this dissertation.

2.1

Social network analysis on CQAs

2.1.1

Introduction to social network analysis

Contrary to what the name might suggest, social network analysis is an analytical
method that cannot only be applied to modern online social networks such as Facebook
or Twitter but rather on any kind of interaction between social entities [44]. It has,
for example, effectively been used to analyse collaboration patterns within learning
groups [20], map and explore terrorism groups [37] and even to investigate the spread
of smoking habits amongst ninth-graders [21].
In its essence, the methods of social network analysis are based on the construction
of a representative social network graph that models the social interactions within the
observed population. Such a social network graph is generally a mathematical graph G
that consists of a set of vertices V and edges E, commonly written as G = (V, E), where
a given vertex vi , often also called a node, represents an entity within the sampled
population an edge ei j represents a social connection between vertices vi and v j . Note,
social network graphs can be either directed or undirected. In a directed social network
graph an edge ei j is indicative of a one-way interaction going from vertex vi to v j ,
therefore ei j 6= e ji . In an undirected social network graph, however, an edge ei j is
indicative of a mutual interaction between vertex vi and v j and therefore ei j = e ji .
A good real-world example of a directed graph and undirected graph is the difference
between connection mechanisms on Facebook and Twitter. A friendship on Facebook
has to be mutually agreed upon by both actors and thus would be represented by an
undirected edge. On Twitter, the primary connection mechanism is to ’follow’ the
other person. This ’follow’ does not have to be mutually agreed upon and it is possible
for an entity to follow another but not vice-versa. This kind of connection is therefore
a directed one as entity i ’following’ entity j does not imply entity j ’following’ entity
i.

2.1.2

Constructing social network graphs

A social network graph is a loose concept and such graphs can be constructed in various
ways depending on the constructor’s limitations and requirements. Since each edge is
loosely defined to represent any kind of social interaction between two entities, there
are almost infinite ways of constructing different social network graphs on the same
dataset. It is thus of utmost importance to choose a sensible construction approach in
order to obtain a meaningful graph representation.
Current research has focused on constructing expertise networks based on datasets
extracted from CQAs. Expertise networks are social network graphs which are specif-
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ically designed to find expert users within the community. While there are many ways
of assembling such expertise networks, recent papers have focused on three specific
ways of doing so. The three resulting expertise networks are referred to as asker-replier
networks (ARNs) [23], asker-best answerer networks (ABANs) [9] and competitionbased expertise networks (CBENs) [7]. ARNs are expertise networks where each
vertex corresponds to a user in the CQA and directed edges flow from the askers of
questions to the answerers of each specific question. Additionally, edges are weighted
by the number of such interactions between two vertices. ABANs are constructed
similarly but instead of building an edge for each question-answer pair, only edges
between the asker and best answerer are constructed and appropriately weighted. This
introduces a new metric of finding the best answer in a given set of answers to a question. Luckily, Stack Exchange provides askers with the ability to mark an answer as
accepted, which in general indicates the best answer to any given question. The final
type of expertise networks, CBENs, are constructed by creating an edge going from
each answerer of any question to the user who provided the best answer to that specific
question. This approach does not only capture the creation of high-quality content
but is also designed to represent the inherent competition between answerers of the
same question. Furthermore, the conscious decision to not include an edge between
answerers and askers is made, in order to avoid penalizing users who ask many questions. Posting a high volume of questions to a CQA is not necessarily indicative of the
expertise of a user.
A multitude of structural features can be extracted from the resulting expertise networks in order to gain insights into the composition of the network and the community
it represents. The most interesting ones for the purpose of this dissertation are quantifiable ones that look at the position of individual vertices in the graph in an attempt to
rank vertices based on their level of expertise. In the following section I will explore
and discuss such features, which are most commonly used in the context of expert
finding.

2.1.3

Analysis of social network graphs

In order to analyse a given social network, one has mainly two options. The first option
is to visualise the social network in the form of a graph and extract empirical information based on the position of each node and its connectivity. This approach, however,
does not scale well with larger social networks. The second approach is the use of
numerous formulas and algorithms to extract numerical features or properties from the
social network and then run a statistical analysis using the extracted numerical features.
In order to leverage this approach, the data underlying the social network is generally
required to be either in the form of an adjacency matrix, although more advanced representations such as Laplacian matrix representations have been used successfully to
gain additional insights [39].
There are generally three different levels of numerical features calculated from social
networks. Those that describe the network as a whole in order to compare networks
between each other, those that describe subnetworks, in order to compare different
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regions or clusters within a network and those that describe a single vertex and its
position within the network [44]. In this dissertation the focus is to rank nodes within
a single network against each other based on numerical features and therefore I will
focus on discussing measures that describe individual nodes i.e. individual actors in
the network.
Degree Centrality: One of the simplest ways to quantify the importance of a node is
to measure it by its degree centrality [44]. Degree centrality is simply the number of
direct ties a node has to other nodes within the network. In a directed network graph,
this feature is commonly split into two measures namely the indegree and outdegree,
which represent the number of in-going links and the number of out-going links respectively [44]. In an expertise network these measures can help quantify the breadth
on a member’s interactions within the community and can be used to make a first attempt at finding experts within a community [9] while also being indicative of higher
quality content posted to the specific CQA [54].
Betweenness Centrality: In an attempt to measure the importance of a node between
subgroups within a network, the property of betweenness centrality is often computed.
Betweenness centrality of a node v is calculated using to the following formula:
g(v) =

σst (v)
σst
s6=v6=t

∑

where g(v) is the betweenness centrality of v and σst is the total number of shortest
paths from any node s to any node t and σst (v) is the total number of shortest paths
from any node s to any node t that pass through v [44]. This feature measures the
importance of a node by the number of shortest paths that go through it and therefore rewards nodes that are heavily interconnected between subgroups or clusters in a
network. In expertise networks this centrality measure finds limited use due to its computational complexity on large networks [7] but has successfully been used to measure
note importance in different applications [28].
Local Clustering Coefficient: Nodes within a network can form highly-connected
groups, commonly referred to as clusters [44]. To measure the degree to which an
individual node belongs to such a cluster, the local clustering coefficient is commonly
used. This metric is calculated by dividing the number links between the members of
the corresponding node’s neighbourhood by the total possible number of such links.
As a result, a node with a local clustering coefficient of one indicates that all nodes
within its neighbourhood form a fully connected graph. The local clustering coefficient
can therefore be used to measure the degree to which an individual node is part of a
densely connected area within the network. This feature has, to my knowledge, not yet
been used in the context of predicting social interactions on CQAs. Chen et al. [14]
show that in similar expertise networks, experts tend to not be part of local clusters,
suggesting that a lower clustering coefficient can indicate a more expert user.
HITS: The Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm was primarily envisioned to be used as a web-page-ranking algorithm [26]. It segments vertices in a
network into hubs and authorities, where hubs are nodes that serve as directories of
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information and, in the case of a webpage, directly link users to the source of that information. Authorities on the other hand are these sources of the information. Each
node is therefore assigned a hub-score and an authority-score. Recent research has
shown that this algorithm can also be applied on expertise networks for the purpose of
expert finding [32, 7, 48]. In this context, a hub is considered a user that attracts large
amounts of help from expert users and an authority is considered an expert user [54].
PageRank: Similar to HITS the PageRank algorithm was also initially a way of ranking web-pages within the world wide web [36]. Since then it has been applied within
numerous other domains, including expert finding in expertise networks [32, 9]. The
PageRank algorithm assigns a single value between 0 and 1 to each node in a network
in order to rank nodes by importance, making it a convenient choice when trying to
rank nodes in a network.
The effectiveness of the features described above has been controversial with multiple
papers showing that more trivial features such as the number of questions or answers
posted in the community or time spent as a member of the community are more representative of a user’s expertise level [34, 15]. More recent papers, however, have shown
that link-based features, as the ones described above, can indeed improve performance
in expert finding [23, 41]. Additionally, Aslay et al. [7] show that, when using CBENs,
link-based features can under certain conditions outperform other metrics.
Molino et al. [32] show in their recent work that expertise networks can be used to
predict more than just the individual experts within the community by combining linkbased features, extracted from expertise networks, with user-based and text-based ones
to predict answer quality. This is highly relevant to the work done in this dissertation
as it sets a foundation for the use of expertise networks in different contexts.

2.2
2.2.1

Analysis of unanswered questions on CQAs
Reasons for unanswered questions

One of the main user interactions with a CQA is the posting of a question and the
receipt of an answer. It is thus integral for each CQA platform to ensure a maximum
number of questions posted to it are in fact answered by other community members. In
reality, however, a significant number of questions posted to CQAs are never answered.
Asaduzzaman et al. [6] hand-tagged a random sample of 400 unanswered questions
from Stack Overflow and matched each of them with one of 13 root causes as to why
they were unanswered. The resulting distribution of the five most common root causes
is illustrated in the table below.

We can see that the main cause for the absence of an answer to any question is the
failure to find a suitable expert to provide such an answer. Unlike other causes which
are primarily the fault of the posting user (e.g. poor question quality), this cause is
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Percentage

Characteristic

21.75 Fails to attract an expert member
17.0 Too short, unclear, vague or hard to follow
12.0 A duplicate question
11.75 Impatient, irregular or inconsiderate members
9.0 Too hard, too specific or too time consuming
Table 2.1: Top five reasons for questions remaining unanswered.
Taken from Asaduzzaman et al. [6].

primarily produced by the platform, failing to show the question to an appropriate
expert who could answer it. Much research has been done in the area of providing users
who are willing to answer questions with suitable questions to answer. Li et al. [27] and
Zhou et al. [57] suggest recommender systems that are able to recommend unanswered
questions to suitable user groups who are likely to provide answers. Choetkiertikul et
al. [16] set the foundation for a probabilistic model to predict whether any given user
will answer a certain question and can thus suggest unanswered questions to users,
which could be answered by them. Overall, these machine-learning-based methods
could help combat the leading cause of questions remaining unanswered by routing
expert members towards questions they are likely to answer.
Furthermore, Stack Exchange and many other CQAs have started to incentivise and
gamify the answering of questions with unlockable features or rewards on the individual platforms. Such systems of gamification have been found to increase user engagement [13] and can therefore have a positive impact on knowledge exchange in the
community. On each individual topic board on the Stack Exchange platform, for example, users can unlock badges that display a user’s activity level within the community
and unlock advanced moderation features for the individual user [2].

2.2.2

Predicting unanswered questions

A common area of research has been the automated prediction of whether a question
will be answered or not based on a wide set of features and a subsequent feature importance analysis to gain insights into the governing factors of question answerability.
Here it is important to realise that models scoring even slightly above random baseline
models are considered a success as the answerability of a question often depends on
the deeper contents of the question on a case-by-case basis as established in Section
2.2.1.
Research in this area has mainly been split by the kind of features used to train models,
where some are extracting purely text-based features and others focus on a combination of text-based and user- or link-based features. Yang et al. [53] propose such a
model trained exclusively on text-based and question-metadata-based features, basing
the receipt of an answer purely on the qualitative features of the question itself. Choi
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et al. [17] propose a similar model, extracting features designed to represent the root
causes for unanswered questions as found by Shah et al. [47]. The performance of
such models is heavily dependent on the quality and quantity of features used and
while Choi et al. showed a good performance on a small dataset, Yang et al. reported
significantly lower accuracy on a larger dataset.
More successful models use features extracted from both the question and user’s social
status and prior community engagement who is asking the question. Rowe et al. [43]
find that the inclusion of user-based features significantly improves the performance of
their classifier over using purely text-based features. Similarly, Chua et al. [18] report
an impressive 77.50% accuracy on a balanced dataset when using both text-based and
user-based features although relying on the manual extraction of some of the text-based
features.
In the following two sections I will explore text-based and user-based features commonly used in the context of predicting unanswered questions on SQAs, while discussing their observed effectiveness based on past research.

2.2.3

Text-based and Metadata-based Features

Question and Title Length: One of the most basic features to extract from a question
is the length of either the body, the title or both. This length can be expressed in the
number of characters, words, sentences or, in case of the body length, paragraphs. As
a result, question and title length can indicate the amount of effort a potential answerer
has to put into reading and understanding the question while also being indicative of the
level of detail included in the question’s body. Yang et al. [53] show that unanswered
questions are mostly of relative medium length, with short and long questions having
a lower probability of remaining unanswered.
Time and Weekday of Posting: The time and weekday of posting of each individual
question has been proven to correlate the number of unanswered questions and, more
importantly, the ratio of unanswered to answered questions [18]. It is not clear whether
this is due to a different part of the community being activate at different times as a
result of the community distribution over different time zones or other factors such as
the percentage of users currently at work. Chua et al. [18] does show, however, that
the number of unanswered questions relative to the number of answered questions is
higher on weekends than on weekdays, suggesting a correlation with the number of
users at work.
Readability: The notion of readability is introduced to measure the complexity of the
question’s body based on sentence structure and word use [17]. A common way of
representing the readability of a piece of text is by the use of the Gunning fog index.
The Gunning fog index is a numerical value computed on a piece of text, based on the
average sentence length and the number of complex words used [25]. The resulting
value correlates with the amount of time an intended reader has to have spent in an
educational system. Rowe et al. [42] show that the Gunning fog index as a measure
of readability helps with the prediction of user interaction on SQAs. Other ways of
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measuring the readability of a piece of text such as the Flesch-Kincaid readability
score [24] work similarly and have been used effectively as well [17].
Informativeness: Similarly to the measurement of readability, informativeness is a
feature extracted from the body of the question in order to assess its contents in a
numerical manner. Rowe et al. [42] define informativeness as the novelty of words
within the question in relation to the existing corpus of questions. This novelty value is
calculated using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) measure
as the sum of each TF-IDF value for each word in the question. Choi et al [17] use
a similar feature to represent questions that are deemed too broad and therefore not
fitting within the community.
Presence or Absence of Keywords: Keywords in the context of question quality prediction are families of words that are indicative of the general tone individual questions
are written in. Two good examples of such keyword families are interrogative words
such as what, where and why and polite words such as please and thank you or thanks.
Yang et al. [53] find that a larger number of polite words correlates with the subjectivity of a given question and is therefore indicative of a question that is less straight
forward to answer. Chua et al. [18] confirms this observation by finding a negative
correlation between the politeness of a given question and its likelihood to receive an
answer. The presence of interrogative words on the other hand has been shown to correlate positively with the likelihood of a given question receiving an answer [18]. Choi
et al. [17] show that especially questions starting with an interrogative word are much
more likely to receive an answer.

2.2.4

User-based Features

User-based features include any kind of features based on the previous interaction
of the user posting each specific question with the community. Such features can
therefore range from non-processed features such as the number of previous questions
or answers posted to highly processed features such as the position within an abstract
social network. In this section I will only touch on non-SNA user features as the same
concepts described in Section 2.1.3 can be applied to social networks constructed for
the purpose of predicting question answerability.
Post Count and Post Rate: The perhaps most apparent feature to extract from a user’s
interaction history is the amount of previous interactions with the community. Chua
et al. [18] make a distinction between the number of answers posted and the number
of questions posted, while Rowe et al. [42] use the sum of both. Chua et al. find a
non-insignificant correlation between their respective features and the dependant variable, i.e. whether the question receives an answer or not. Rowe et al. also include
the notion of post rate as the number of posts made divided by the time active within
the community. This feature is intended to represent the relative activity or frequency
of posting. However, no contribution to overall classification performance is measured
amongst both features. The contradicting findings can be explained by an issue of multicollinearity between the aforementioned features and degree centrality based features
in the classifier built by Rowe et al.
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Membership duration: The membership duration of an individual user in community
can be indicative of the user’s experience with using CQAs as-well-as the user’s experience in the topic field of the respective community. Chua et al. [18] surprisingly find
a negative correlation between the user’s number of years spent as a member of the
community and the likelihood of their questions getting answered. This could possibly
be explained by newer users asking more novice questions with more straight-forward
answers as experienced users in the field who might ask more fundamental and complicated questions.
Reputation: Most SQAs implement some kind of system to represent an individual
user’s reputation and achievements within the community. Stack Exchange for example gives every user the ability to rate any post positively (upvote) or negatively
(downvote). Users are then awarded a certain amount of reputation points based on
the total number of upvotes and downvotes achieved on their posts. This system is
designed to award creators of high-quality content within the community with distinguishing features and to unlock more advanced functionality [3]. While Chua et al.
[18] find that the pure extracted reputation score seems to be an insignificant feature,
they do find that the underlying elements making up the reputation score are indeed
non-insignificant. In fact, it is found that users who had previously received multiple
downvotes seems to be more likely to have their subsequent questions answered.

Chapter 3
Research Question
As CQAs facilitate an ever-increasing accumulation of knowledge through questionanswer pairs, research interest has been distributed over different aspects of CQAs
and their underlying mechanics and interactions. In this dissertation we combine two
different research areas by using quantitative data extracted from social networks commonly used for expert finding, i.e. expertise networks, to aid with predicting unanswered questions within a sub-community of the Stack Exchange network. Showing
that such expertise networks can be applied to a broader spectrum of tasks opens up
new research domains and allows us to suggest improvements for prediction models
from relevant literature. Additionally, we apply the same feature set to two additional
research problems in similar domains namely predicting the number of answers a question will obtain and predicting whether a set of answers to a given question will contain
an answer that will be marked as accepted by the asker. These three tasks cover three
different approaches to measurements of community reaction to newly posted questions. The first reaction of obtaining an answer to a newly posted question is designed
to represent the most basic kind of community reaction of providing any kind of feedback in the form of an answer. The second reaction, i.e. the number of answers a
question will obtain from its initial posting date to the date of my data extraction is
designed to represent the level of community response to a given question. The third
reaction of whether a question will obtain an accepted answer or not is designed to
represent the quality of community feedback, i.e. did the volume of feedback actually
provide a meaningful response.
In the process of building predictive models, we will also produce a qualitative ranking
of features used within the classification and regression models to give insights into
the governing factors of the presence, level and quality of user community feedback.
In contrast to existing research, this will open up a new set of features to explore in
these contexts. Previous papers focused on either extracting solely text-based features
[17] or a combination of text-based features and user-based features [42], as discussed
in more detail in Section 2.2.2. If social networks were used to extract such userbased features, the underlying network structures were simplistic and aimed to provide
as little abstraction from the core interaction of asking and answering questions as
possible [42].
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This dissertation is partially inspired by Molino et al. [32] who employ a similar
approach of using features extracted from expertise networks to predict the best answer
to a given question based on a Yahoo! Answers dataset. Molino et al. [32] show that
expertise networks can help with problems other than expert finding and thus lay a
nice foundation to build upon. In addition to investigating the overall usefulness of
expertise networks in the aforementioned domains, I will also attempt to compare the
three most commonly used expertise networks (see Section 2.1.2) in these contexts.
This set of tasks cumulates into two research questions as described below:
Research Question 1: Can expertise networks help with predicting the presence, volume and quality of community feedback to a newly posted question on a CQA? And
what method of constructing expertise networks is the most beneficial for these tasks?
Research Question 2: Which are the governing factors in influencing the presence,
volume and quality of community feedback to a newly posted question on a CQA?
Based on the observations made by Molino et al. [32], expectations for the first research question are that expertise networks will help with the prediction tasks as they
encode community dynamics that cannot be expressed through other features. When
comparing the different expertise network types, however, Molino et al. find no definitive best one. The different expertise network types encode distinct social interactions
and we therefore expect them to perform differently without one necessarily best one.
The second research question has been answered in regards to different CQAs multiple
times in related research [18, 42, 53]. We expect the results of this dissertation to be
in-line with the previous research, although it will be interesting to see the differences
between a specialised CQA platform such as CrossValidated and CQAs hosting one a
larger breadth of topics.

Chapter 4
Methodology
In order to answer these research questions, a five-step process is adopted. The five
steps within this process are:
1. Data extraction,
2. Network construction,
3. Feature extraction,
4. Model training,
5. Result analysis.
The data extraction step includes all the work done to extract meaningful data representations from the given dataset as described in Section 4.1. The network construction
step represents all steps necessary to construct the set of expertise networks, see Section 4.2. The feature extraction step then includes all subsequent feature extraction
from both the expertise networks and question bodies or other metadata as described
in Section 4.3. The extracted features are then used to train multiple machine-learning
models in the next step, model training (Section 4.4). Finally the obtained results are
analysed and interpreted in relation to the research questions to provide insights and
answers in Chapter 5.
In order to answer the first research question the models constructed in step 4 were
trained on different feature sets and their relative performances were compared. This
results in a rank of the different feature sets in terms of usefulness for the task and
provides insights in regards to the first part of the research question. From this ranking
one can extrapolate the contribution of each feature set towards the overall model performance and see if the expertise networks are indeed helpful. To answer the second
part different versions of the network features, extracted from the different kinds of
expertise networks were also included in the rankings. This resulted in an inclusion
of the differences between the different expertise network construction approaches in
the ranking. In order to answer the second research question the ranking was analysed
in a broader way and the feature set contributions were compared against each other
in order to find the most useful ones. The resulting ranking shows the most indicative
21
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feature sets and allows for a verdict on the underlying factors stimulating community
feedback to be made.

4.1

Data Extraction

This research project looks at the community interactions on CQAs non-specifically,
however, due to computational and other external constraints such as the availability
of high-quality data, only data extracted from a sub-community is used. This decision
to only use a sub-community within the Stack Exchange platform has important implications, both positive and negative. For example, it allows us to perform our analysis
more precisely due to limiting the social standing of a user to the standing within the
specific community, but it also affects the generalizability of the found results. Further
discussion on the inherited limitations of the smaller dataset can be found in Chapter
6. This study focuses on the analysis of the CrossValidated1 community, which itself
is a sub-community of the StackExchange2 platform. This sub-community is intended
to harbour discussion related to any kind of statistical or data-analytical topics.
The data used in this study is the same data that was used by Vidoni [52]. This data
is provided in the form of an SQLite database which was created in [52] and itself
extracted from the raw XML-based datadumps3 , released by Stack Exchange in regular
intervals. the particular datadump used by Vidoni is dated from March 2017. The
resulting database has a size of just over 500 megabytes and includes 14 tables. More
key statistics are outlined in the table below:

Count
Users
111,974
Questions 97,832
Answers 95,192
Table 4.1: Number of users, questions and answers in the CrossValidated dataset.

1 https://stats.stackexchange.com/
2 https://stackexchange.com/
3 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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The format of an SQLite database has two key advantages over the raw XML files. For
one, all included tables become searchable using SQL queries, which greatly decreases
the computational power required and reduces the time spent for data extraction to a
fraction. Second, SQLite provides a simple API for the Python environment that allows
for a convenient interaction with the database for further data processing.
The kind of data extracted from the database is two-fold. One query is employed to
extract all data required for extracting text-based and metadata-based features. This
query obtains the bodies and titles of the questions in addition to question-metadata
such as the number of tags, number of answers, presence of an accepted answer, creation date, and the IDs of the users asking the questions. These IDs are then used to
extract additional data about the users such as their previous activity within the community and their time spent as a member of it. The extracted values are then passed
to a function for further processing as described in Section 4.3. The second query extracts the information required to construct the various expertise networks and writes
the data to csv files in the form of edge-lists. These edge-lists are then read into an R
environment as described in Section 4.2.
When extracting the expertise networks, care had to be taken to separate the dataset into
training-, validation- and testing-subsets to be used for model validation and evaluation
later on. If this step was not taken before the construction of the expertise networks,
no valid evaluation of the trained models could be made as the training data would
include network features that were extracted from an expertise network built on the
entire dataset. A full separation between training- and testing-datasets would thus not
be achieved and the resulting models would most likely over-perform as elements of
the dependant variable are encoded into the independent ones.
To achieve this split a sampling technique was implemented that divided the entire
dataset into three subsets for training, validation and testing of sizes 60%, 20% and
20% respectively. This sampling technique randomly samples the correct ratio of questions and assigns each question to one of the subsets based on their unique question
IDs. After the sampling is completed, the expertise networks are constructed only on
the social interactions associated with the question IDs in the training-subset, therefore
achieving a full split between the three datasets. After the networks were constructed,
care had to be taken that the same split is enforced on all subsequent data-processing
steps to ensure the integrity of the split.

4.2

Network Construction

In this dissertation three different kinds of expertise networks are considered, namely
ARNs, ABANs and CBENs, as introduced in Section 2.1.2. These three expertise
networks were constructed based on different social interactions and therefore differ
in shape and size. To construct them, the relevant query described in Section 4.1 was
altered so that the relevant social interactions were observed and the correct edges were
written into the edge-list. These edge-lists were then parsed into an R environment
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using the iGraph4 library. The iGraph library allows for the convenient parsing of
the networks from the csv files without having to perform manual system calls and,
additionally, provides handy functions to extract centrality measures and other network
features as described in Section 4.3.
As discussed in Section 4.1, the expertise networks were constructed on the training
dataset only. This avoids an encoding of the dependant variable into some extracted
network features. For example, given a scenario where we want to predict the presence
of an accepted answer using an ABAN, if we were to construct the expertise network
on the entire dataset the users who accepted an answer to any of their questions would
have at least an out-degree of one. This makes the classification of the testing set trivial
as all questions posted by users with an out-degree of zero will not have an accepted
answer.
Some key metrics of the three resulting expertise networks can be found below. Note,
that due to the aforementioned reasons, the networks do not represent the entire dataset
but only 60% of it.

ARN
#Nodes
25,060
#Edges
45,313
Density 0.0000722
Diameter
17

ABAN

CBAN

11,890
18,100
0.000128
26

4,656
23,071
0.00106
13

Table 4.2: Number of users, questions and answers in the CrossValidated dataset.

4.3

Feature Extraction

The feature extraction was conducted in two different environments. The networkbased features were extracted in an R environment using the aforementioned iGraph
library and all other features were extracted in a Python environment using several
libraries, most notably numpy, pandas, scipy and textstat. The features extracted in
the R environment were computed first and then written into csv files and indexed by
the corresponding user IDs. By choosing this format, we can then easily import these
features into the Python environment using the pandas library. These features are then
combined with the non-network-based features and were used for model training, as
described in Section 4.4.
The network based features were computed on each constructed social network separately and then written to separate csv files. By separating the features strictly we
4 http://igraph.org/r/doc/library
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can assess the most effective type of expertise network for the prediction tasks in the
analysis stage by comparing the performance metrics of the different models trained
on the features extracted from the respective expertise networks.
In the following three sections we will present my choice of features and give brief
reasoning for my choice, where not already introduced in Section 2.1.3, Section 2.2.3
or Section 2.2.4. I will also provide a short hypothesis of each features expected correlation with the dependant variables which I will aim to confirm or reject in Chapter
5.

4.3.1

Network-based Features

In-degree: In a directed graph, the in-degree represents the total number of ingoing
links of a node [44]. In ARNs and ABANs this value is equal to the number of previous
answers and previous accepted answers given respectively by the user corresponding
to the respective nodes. In CBENs this value corresponds to the total number of users
beaten to an accepted answer by a given user. Although this feature is one of the most
straight forward to extract, Molino et al. [32] show that for the task of best answer
prediction, it is indeed the most useful one.
Betweenness Centrality: Betweenness Centrality is a measure employed to quantify
the importance of a node in a network [44]. In the context of expertise networks this
feature can be an indicator of the breadth of an individual’s social interactions within
the community.
PageRank: Similarly to the betweenness centrality of the node, the PageRank value
is also intended to represent the importance of a node in the network [36]. The importance, however, is calculated based on the number of nodes pointing towards each
individual node.
Local Clustering Coefficient: The local clustering coefficient of a node represents the
degree to which its respective neighbours form a clique between themselves [44]. The
obtained value is indicative of an individual node’s association to any cluster within
the network. Nodes with higher local clustering coefficients are therefore part of more
densely connected areas within the network. In expertise networks a higher local clustering coefficient could be indicative of users whose knowledge domain is restricted to
some distinct sub-topic of the network.

4.3.2

Text-based and Metadata-based Features

Question Length: The length of the question in paragraphs. A longer question can be
indicative of one that is harder to answer due to the larger amount of effort required by
potential answerers to read and understand the question. On the other hand, a shorter
question could lack clarity and specificity to attract answers without requiring further
clarification.
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Title Length: The length of the title in characters. Shorter titles could attract more
readers as potential answerers skim through a list of unanswered questions.
Time of Posting: The time of posting of each question in 24 hours time. Questions
posted during times with higher user activity could have a higher probability of receiving an answer and could also have a higher probability of receiving a larger volume of
answers [18].
Readability: This feature is intended to represent the complexity of the question’s
body based on writing style and word choice [25]. A more readable question could
indicate a question that is easier to understand and answer. The calculated Gunnig fog
score is used to represent this feature.
Informativeness: Informativeness defined as the novelty of the question when compared to the other questions in the dataset [42]. This informativeness is extracted as
the mean TF-IDF score of each word in the question’s body. A more informative question could indicate a question that fits more within the community’s discussed topics
and could therefore be easier to answer based on the existing knowledge of potential
answerers.

4.3.3

User-based Features

Question Count: The total number of questions posted by the user within the community. This feature can be indicative of a user’s level of experience within the field
as-well-as showing the familiarity of the user with community standards and customs.
Answer Count: The total number of answers posted by the user within the community.
While related to the question count of the user, this feature can be more indicative of
the user’s knowledge within the field and their willingness to act as a constructive
member of the community.
Membership duration: The total number of days the user has been a registered member of the community. More tenured members should be more familiar with the community while also having spent longer engaging in the specific field.

4.4

Model Training

To answer the first research questions three models were trained in order to predict the
presence, quantity and quality of feedback to each question in the testing set. These
three models predict the presence of an answer to indicate presence of feedback, the
presence of an accepted answer to indicate the quality of feedback and the number of
answers to indicate the level of feedback. The former two problems are operationalised
in two-class classification problems, while the latter has to be formulated as a regression model. In this section an overview of the models used is given in addition to
the steps taken to optimize the models. Then, the ways the entire feature set, as de-
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scribed in Section 4.3, was split in order to investigate the corresponding contributions
to overall classification performance, is described.

4.4.1

Model Selections

As described in Section 4.5, the entire feature set included a high degree of multicollinearity, which limited the choice of suited machine-learning models. High degrees of multicollinearity can negatively impact the performance of linear models and
the choice, therefore, had to be limited to non-linear models. Rowe et al. [42], found
that the best performance on predicting the presence of an answer on a similar dataset
is achieved by the J48 implementation of a C4.5 decision tree. Decision trees are such
non-linear models as they draw non-linear decision boundaries within the feature space
[30]. As a result, it was decided to use the built-in RandomForestClassifier5 class of the
sklearn6 library as a model for both classification problems. A random forest model
is a non-linear machine-learning model that constructs a set number of decision trees,
each on a subset of features within the feature space. This makes random forests less
prone to overfitting while still providing the same advantages of decision trees such as
the non-linear decision boundaries [30].
Similarly to the classification problems, the regression model also had to be chosen
from the pool of non-linear models due to the same constraints. The sklearn library
provides a RandomForestRegressor7 class that works in a similar way to the RandomForestClassifier class, except for predicting the most common class at the end to a leaf
by majority vote, it outputs the mean target variable as a prediction. For the sake of
consistency and limitation of choices, this regressor was chosen.

4.4.2

Performance Metrics & Sampling

To assess the performance of a machine-learning model, several different metrics can
be extracted and compared. The most common metric for classification problems is
F1 score and for regression models the R2 score. The F1 score is calculated as the
harmonic mean between precision and recall, where:
Precision =
Recall =

#TruePositive
#TruePositive + #FalsePositive

#TruePositive
#TruePositive + #FalseNegative

The F1 score is a popular metric as it provides a singular value that can be easily
compared to other models in order to assess their relative performance. An issue with
the F1 score is that it does not handle class imbalances particularly well. Due to this
5 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.html
6 http://scikit-learn.org/
7 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor.html
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and the fact that related classifiers such as the ones presented by Chua et al. [18] and
Rowe et al. [42] both provide the F1 score as a potential benchmark, the majority class
was undersampled in both classification tasks in order to even out the class distributions which allows for the usage of the F1 score. The undersampling is achieved by
employing the class RandomUnderSampler8 from the imblearn9 package. The RandomUnderSampler randomly selects and removes the required number of instances
associated to the majority class to even out the class distribution to a defined split; in
the present study a 50/50 split is used.

4.4.3

Feature Splitting

To assess the individual contribution of each feature set, as described in Section 4.3,
the three models were trained on each feature set individually and then on the entire
set of features. After each iteration, the aforementioned performance metrics were calculated on the testing set and recorded before retraining the models on the next feature
set. This allowed us to assess the importance of each feature set by comparing the
performance metrics. Furthermore, each set of network-based features, corresponding
to the different ways of constructing the expertise networks, is assessed in combination
with all other features in order to compare them and find the most useful one for the
classification or regression task.

4.4.4

Model Optimisation

In Section 4.3 the sampling process of splitting the entire extracted dataset into three
subsets, a training set, a validation set and a testing set for each prediction task was
described. As the names suggest, the training sets are used for building the predictive
models and the testing sets are used for assessing the model’s performance on unseen
data. The validation set, however, is used to optimize the trained models against a set
of parameters in order to increase the model performance on the validation set. Due to
the fact that all three models are random-forest-based models, these parameters are the
same for each model although the values used for each parameter can differ. To optimise the parameters, sklearnś built-in class GridSearchCV 10 is used. GridSearchCV
is a class that takes a set of parameters to optimise and the desired discrete space over
which the optimisation is performed as well as the relative random forest object and
validation set as inputs. It then performs a grid search over the parameter space in
order to optimise the parameters against the performance on the validation set.
The parameters to optimise were chosen based on the available set of open parameters
of the RandomForestClassifier and RandomForestRegressor classes and are outlined
below:
8 http://contrib.scikit-learn.org/imbalanced-learn/stable/

generated/imblearn.under sampling.RandomUnderSampler.html
9 http://contrib.scikit-learn.org/imbalanced-learn/stable/index.html
10 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model selection.GridSearchCV.html
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Number of Estimators: As implied by the name, random forests are made of a number of decision trees, constructed on a random subset of features and a fixed subset of
samples. The number of such decision trees within the random forest is an external
parameter that has to be chosen to balance performance and speed. A larger number
of decision trees (estimators) within the random forest results in higher training and
prediction times as well as higher memory consumption. It is also known as a general
rule of thumb that a larger number of estimators results in more accurate and stable
models [38] although Oshiro et al. [35] did not find this to be universally true. As a
result, a geometric value space for this parameter in the GridSearchCV object, ranging
from five estimators to 5000, was included.
Maximum Tree Depth: The maximum depth of the trees within the random forest is
defined as the number of allowed node splits each tree is allowed to perform. Empirically, a lower depth results in a random forest that is less likely to overfit and perform
better on noisy data [40]. Indeed, Segal et al. [45] show that better results can be
obtained when limiting the maximum depth of the underlying trees. However, the optimal tree depth of individual decision trees depends heavily on the particular problem.
Therefore, an arithmetic value space ranging from one to two times the number of
features is included in the GridSearchCV object for this parameter.
Maximum Number of Features per Tree: The maximum number of features each
tree within the random forest is constructed on dictates the true randomness of the forest [10]. If this parameter is set to the actual number of features then each tree within
the random forest is in reality just a deterministic decision tree trained on the corresponding subset of the training set. By introducing a maximum number of features for
the construction of individual trees, random forests achieve lowering variance without
an increase in classifier bias [10]. The underlying trade-off between generalisable trees
and random trees results in an optimal maximum feature value somewhere in the middle between one and the maximum feature number [30]. To find an approximation of
p
, where p is the total number of features, is chosen for the
this feature a step-size of 10
search space as given to the GridSearchCV object.

4.5

Ranking Features

The initial intend was to use the property feature importances of scikit-learnś random
forest implementation as a convenient way to rank the importance of features on the
overall classification or regression performance. However, upon closer inspection of
my feature set, a fairly high degree of multicollinearity was noticed. Multicollinearity
is the phenomenon of multiple variables within the feature set being non-independent
[8] and can reduce the performance of linear classification or regression models such
as linear regression [22]. The level of multicollinearity was analysed by calculating
the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each feature compared to the remaining features. The VIF value provides an estimate of how much the variance of a variable is
increased due to collinearity and is therefore a widely used method of measuring the
level of multicollinearity [33]. Typically, a case where the VIF is above a value of 5
or 10 is considered a high enough level of multicollinearity to have negative effects
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[19]. Below are a few select features and their VIF values, indicating large levels of
multicollinearity:

Feature

VIF

CBEN in-degree 23.21
CBEN PageRank 14.44
Readability
12.96
Table 4.3: VIF values for selected features, indicating high levels
of multicollinearity.

The predictive power of non-linear models such as random forest classifiers or regressors is not affected by collinear features due to the fact that they are ignored when
computing information gain or Gini impurity [31]. Multicollinearity does, however,
have an effect on the feature importance of collinear features as perceived by the random forest model. Tolosi et al. [50] show that random forests can produce inaccurate
feature importance estimations when dealing with highly correlated features.
Due to the aforementioned fact, the feature importances attribute cannot be used to
give a reasonable explanation of the individual feature contributions to the overall
model performance. As a result, we will look at the features not in a feature-by-feature
way but rather split them into feature sets based on the underlying data as done in previous sections (text-based and metadata-based, user-based and network-based) and then
evaluate the performances of models trained on these feature sets and the combinations
of them. Then a ranking of the models trained on the individual datasets based on their
relative performance to determine the most useful feature set for each prediction task
can be produced. This technique also allows for the suggestion of an answer to the first
research question of this dissertation as described in Section 3. By ranking the feature
sets extracted from each expertise networks individually and in combination with the
other feature sets, one can compare the expertise networks between each other and find
the most useful one for the prediction tasks, while also measuring their overall impact
on performance.

Chapter 5
Results
5.1

Descriptive Statistics

In this section I will give insights into the extracted data by presenting statistics of
each investigated dependent variable. Deeper analysis and discussion of the observed
values can be found in Section 6.

5.1.1

Presence of an Answer

From the extracted data, we can observe that just under 36% of questions in the CrossValidated dataset remain unanswered. This observation is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Number of unanswered questions against number of
answered questions.

5.1.2

Presence of an Accepted Answer

Initially the percentage of questions with an accepted answer lies at 32% over the
entire dataset. However, this value is strongly dependant on the presence of an answer,
evaluated in the previous section. A question with no answer cannot have an accepted
31
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answer either and therefore the two observations are not independent. In order to make
the percentage of questions accepted answers comparable to other papers, we have to
account for the difference in percentage of unanswered questions. This is achieved
by undersampling the number of unanswered questions to fit the distribution found in
related papers [6, 53]. When accounting for this disparity the percentage of questions
with an accepted answer increases to 49% as seen in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Number of questions with accepted answer against
number of questions without accepted answer.

5.1.3

Number of Answers

Similar to the presence of an accepted answer, the average number of answers is also
affected by the percentage of unanswered questions. We therefore account for the
difference is the same manner as in the previous section. Without this modification,
the average amount of answers per question lies at 0.97, but with it this value rises to
1.35

Figure 5.3: Frequency of answer counts

Figure 5.3 shows that the relative number of questions with higher answer counts decreases smoothly and, in fact, only very few questions have larger number of answers.
The highest number of answers obtained by any question is 142. This specific question1 is an outlier as it, atypically for this CQA, is not a technical question asking for a
specific answer but rather a question of personal preference as shown in Figure 5.4.
1 https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/726/famous-statistical-quotations
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Figure 5.4: The question with the highest number of answers in
the CrossValidated dataset.

5.2

Feature Analysis

In this section I will investigate the distribution of the dependant variable over the
range of values observed for each numerical feature. This is achieved by splitting this
range into ten percentile groups (deciles) by value and plotting the distribution of the
target variable against each decile. Visualising the data this way allows for observation
and exploration of correlations between the features and the dependant variable. By
splitting the observations into deciles the values are evenly distributed over the x-axis,
making trends easier to observe over heavily imbalanced ranges of values. It also
normalises all values on a common scale, allowing all features to be plotted against
each other. The following subsections are labelled by the respective dependant variable
and a brief analysis of each feature set in relation to the dependant variable is included.

5.2.1

Presence of an Answer

In the following diagrams, a set of plots is drawn indicating the probability of a question within the dataset and within the corresponding decile having received an answer.
For this we introduce the concept of Prop-AQ as the proportion of answered questions,
i.e. questions having one or more answers, within the feature decile. A 60% proportion in decile 3 therefore corresponds to 60% of questions within decile three having
one or more answers.
As we can see from Figure 5.5, none of the text-based features are particularly correlated to an increase in the probability of receiving an answer, except for the informativeness. The user-based features, however, seem to exhibit a stronger correlation
with the probability of receiving an answer. The user features, on the other hand, seem
to correlate strongly with the probability of receiving an answer. The most indicative
feature in this set seems to be the account age with newer accounts having a significantly lower chance of receiving an answer than older accounts. Whether this is due to
a global trend of increasing numbers of unanswered questions cannot be confirmed but
empirically the most likely cause seems to be an increased familiarity with the platform
as the individual user spends more time on it. The general trend of both the answer
and question count of the individual user confirm this theory as more interactions with
the community correlate with a higher chance of receiving an answer.
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Figure 5.5: Text-based and metadata-based features against
probability of receiving an answer.

Looking at network-based features in Figure 5.6 we can observe a generally positive
correlation between each feature and the probability of receiving an answer.

Figure 5.6: Network-based features against probability of receiving an answer.

We can also observe a very similar pattern between many network based features and
the total answer count as seen in Figure 5.5. This can be explained by all three types of
expertise networks being constructed based on the answers given by each user. Another
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observation to make is the fact that all users with a low PageRank score in ARN-type
expertise networks have a near-zero chance of receiving an answer to their questions.
This observation is explained by the fact that a low PageRank score indicates a low
number of in-going links. In ARN-type networks a user with an in-degree of zero
equates to a user that has never had any of their questions answered, which in-turn
results in a zero probability observed questions by that user having an answer. Due to
reasons like this, the sampling technique as described in Section 4.1 was implemented.
This sampling technique ensures that such short cuts do not exists for the trained machine learning models.

5.2.2

Presence of an Accepted Answer

The presence of an accepted answer is fundamentally different from the presence of
one or more answers as examined in Section 5.2.1. For the possibility for an answer
to exist, the question has to logically have at least one answer. This reduces the size
of the dataset to questions with one or more answers and creates a natural progression
from the classification task of predicting unanswered question; first it is examined
whether a question will get any answer at all and then how many answers it will get
and whether the collection of answers will include one that is of high enough quality
to be accepted by the question asker. Analogous to the concept of Prop-AQ introduced
in Section 5.2.1, in this Section the concept of Prop-AAQ is introduced to represent the
proportion of questions within a decile, having an answer that was marked as accepted.
Regarding the analysis of features in relation to the probability of the corresponding
question receiving an answer that will be accepted, we can observe similar trends as
in Section 5.2.1. The text-based and metadata-based features in Figure 5.7 seem to be
only minimally positively correlated with the dependant variable and the previously
higher correlation of the informativeness features cannot be observed in this task. The
user-features are, again, much more correlated with the dependant variable. We can
observe that questions asked by users with higher numbers of previous posts and more
time spent in the community are up to 2.5-times more likely to attract an accepted
answer.
Considering the network features in Figure 5.8 we can observe a generally positive
correlation between the features and the dependant variable. We can also observe a
similar case as described in Section 5.2.1, where the PageRank feature in the lower
deciles of both the ARN-style and the ABAN-style expertise networks is indicative of
a zero or near-zero chance of the question possessing an accepted answer.
This is the case due to both these expertise networks being constructed on a representation of the dependant variable. In the case of ARN-style expertise networks, users
who only ever posted question that get no answer at all and therefore have a very low
PageRank score, will have a zero chance of ever having received an accepted answer.
Similarly in ABAN-style expertise networks, users who never accepted an answer to
one of their questions have a zero chance of one of their questions possessing an accepted answer. As mentioned before, the sampling method described in Section 4.1
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Figure 5.7: Text-based and metadata-based features against the
probability of the set of answers containing an accepted answer.

Figure 5.8: Network-based features against the probability of the
set of answers containing an accepted answer.

makes sure that in the final datasets used for model training and evaluation these cases
are not present.
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Number of Answers

When looking at the number of answers a question receives and the correlation with
my extracted features it is important to note the main difference between this task and
the previous two ones. The number of answers is a continuous variable and the associated machine-learning task is some form of regression. This is why instead of
looking at the probability of a distinct event happening in the observed data in the two
previous tasks, the average number of answers received by each question associated
with each feature decile is inspected. Furthermore a numerical study of correlations
could have been conducted through the calculation of Pearson or Spearman correlation values [58]. However, due to the properties of the data inspected in this section,
specifically its extreme non-normal distribution and sparsity, the values obtained from
calculating these metrics could be unrepresentative of the actual relative behaviour of
the respective variables. For this reason, the visual approach is chosen over the numeric
one.

Figure 5.9: Text-based and metadata-based features against the
average number of answers per question.

When looking at these averages in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 we can immediately
notice that the average number of answers received is low at a value of around 1.5
and the change over the different feature deciles is also quite small. This is due to a
high proportion of questions receiving exactly one answer and few questions receiving
larger numbers of answers.
Other than that, we can observe similar patterns of feature correlations to the previous
two sections. The text-based and metadata-based features seem to have no or very little
effect on the average number of answers received, while the user-based and networkbased features display a stronger correlation with the dependant variable. Visually, the
highest degree of correlation seems to be with the user-based features, especially the
age of the posting user’s account. An interesting observation can be made when evaluating the graph corresponding to the network-based features extracted from CBENstyle expertise networks. There seems to exists a pronounced sweet-spot around the
6th decile for all features, although questions in the 9th decile then have roughly the
same average number of answers.
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Figure 5.10: Network-based features against probability of receiving an answer.

The network-based features extracted from the other expertise networks are correlated
with the dependant variable in a similar way as in the previous two sections, showing
a strong positive correlation.

5.3

Model Results

In this section I will present the performances of the models trained on each combination of feature sets. Note, combinations including multiple types of expertise networks
are not included as the primary purpose is to evaluate the differences in performance
increase between the types of expertise networks. The individual model performances
are presented and grouped by the relevant prediction task and followed by a short evaluation and interpretation of the obtained results. In the following tables the individual
feature sets will be referred to by upper-case letters as laid out in the following mapping:
T : Text-based and metadata-based features
U : User-based features
ARN : Network-based features extracted from ARN-type expertise networks
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ABAN : Network-based features extracted from ABAN-type expertise networks
CBEN : Network-based features extracted from CBEN-type expertise networks

5.3.1

Presence of an Answer

In Table 5.1, we can see that the performance of the models trained on different dataset
differs greatly. As anticipated, the model trained on solely text-based and metadatabased features performs poorly although the model trained solely on network-based
features extracted from CBEN-type expertise networks performs even worse. This
model suffers from a low recall value, indicating an overconfident classifier.
Precision

Recall

F1

T
T+U
T+ARN
T+ABAN
T+CBEN

0.531
0.618
0.619
0.590
0.589

0.436
0.655
0.766
0.540
0.475

0.479
0.636
0.684
0.564
0.526

U
U+ARN
U+ABAN
U+CBEN

0.601
0.615
0.599
0.600

0.694 0.645
0.781 0.686
0.606 0.603
0.703 0.648

ARN
ABAN
CBEN

0.619
0.595
0.644

0.766
0.517
0.261

T+U+ARN
T+U+ABAN
T+U+CBEN

0.652
0.596
0.623

0.734 0.690
0.642 0.619
0.646 0.634

Feature Sets

0.685
0.554
0.372

Table 5.1: Performances of models trained on alternating feature
sets, evaluated on the test set. The largest value in each column
is highlighted.

The models trained exclusively on user-based and ARN-type-expertise-network-based
features perform reasonably well, as anticipated by the feature evaluation in Section
5.2.1. We can observe that while most models achieve similarly high precision values,
models trained on feature set combinations including ARN-type expertise networks
back these values up with high recall values, indicating balanced predictive models
and resulting in the highest F1 scores. We can therefore rank the individual feature
sets by descending usefulness for the prediction task as the following: ARN, U, T.
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When combining feature sets, the highest F1 score is achieved by the model trained on
text-based, metadata-based, user-based and ARN-type-expertise-network-based features. This model achieves an overall F1 score of 0.690.

Figure 5.11: Confusion matrix of best performing classifier. Field
labels are percentages of corresponding datapoints.

Figure 5.11 shows the confusion matrix for the highest performing classifier. From
this confusion matrix we can read that the corresponding model is slightly better at
predicting posts with an answer correctly than posts without an answer.

5.3.2

Presence of an Accepted Answer

Table 5.2 shows that while the discrepancies in model performances are not as large
as in Table 5.1, the best performance is not actually achieved by a model trained on a
combination of all three types feature sets. The highest performing model is trained
on the feature set extracted from the CBEN-type expertise network and general user
attributes, achieving an F1 score of 0.659. The feature set of only text-based and
metadata-based features is associated with the worst performing model. Especially
noticeable is the strong fall-off in model performance when adding the text-based and
metadata-based features to features extracted from CBEN-style expertise networks, indicating a contradiction in both feature sets. When ranking the feature sets compared
on performance of models trained exclusively on the individual feature sets, the ranking is the following: CBEN, U, T.
Figure 5.12 shows the confusion matrix associated with the highest scoring classifier
from Table 5.2. This classifier is trained on the combination of user-based and CBENtype-expertise-network-based features. We can observe that similarly to the classifier
shown in Figure 5.11, the underlying model is slightly better at predicting questions
with an accepted answer than questions without.
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Precision

Recall

F1

T
T+U
T+ARN
T+ABAN
T+CBEN

0.685
0.759
0.637
0.637
0.555

0.286
0.440
0.604
0.605
0.493

0.403
0.557
0.620
0.620
0.522

U
U+ARN
U+ABAN
U+CBEN

0.805
0.633
0.633
0.679

0.462 0.587
0.632 0.633
0.632 0.633
0.641 0.659

ARN
ABAN
CBEN

0.637
0.633
0.643

0.605
0.632
0.633

0.620
0.633
0.638

T+U+ARN
T+U+ABAN
T+U+CBEN

0.633
0.632
0.623

0.632
0.489
0.555

0.633
0.551
0.587

Feature Sets

Table 5.2: Performances of models trained on alternating feature
sets, evaluated on the test set. The largest value in each column
is highlighted.

Figure 5.12: Confusion matrix of best performing classifier. Field
labels are percentages of corresponding datapoints.
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Number of Answers

Predicting the number of answers to a given question is a much tougher task than the
previous two prediction tasks. For one, it is not a simple two-class classification problem but rather a regression one and in combination with the highly imbalanced number
of answers as shown in Section 5.1.3, this makes for a harder prediction problem. For
example, a regression model that only ever predicts the mean and therefore has an
R2 value of zero is going to be quite well performing in terms of other performance
metrics such as mean squared error or similar. Such a model is almost right for the
majority of entries in the dataset but very far off for the rest of entries which for this
specific case cannot be considered good performance. In order for a model to perform
better than this, it will have to be flexible enough to predict larger answer counts but
inflexible enough be accurate on the majority of questions that will receive few answers. The highest R2 score achieved by any model trained on the combinations of
feature sets is 0.0978 as shown in Figure 5.3 by the model trained on all features and
ABAN-type-expertise-network features. In regards to the previously raised issues, this
performance is not insignificant as it shows a correlation between the features and the
target variable.
Feature Sets

R2

T
T+U
T+ARN
T+ABAN
T+CBEN

0.0056
0.0970
-0.0713
0.0277
-0.0790

U
U+ARN
U+ABAN
U+CBEN

0.0841
-0.0014
0.0851
-0.0233

ARN
ABAN
CBEN

-0.0801
0.0215
-0.0882

T+U+ARN
T+U+ABAN
T+U+CBEN

-0.0128
0.0978
-0.0164

Table 5.3: Performances of models trained on alternating feature
sets, evaluated on the test set.

Table 5.3 shows that the model performance varies greatly across the different feature
sets. Counterintuitively, by definition, the range of R2 values goes from one, for perfect
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models, to negative infinity as models can perform infinitely worse than predicting the
mean [12]. The negative R2 values for some models are indicative of models that are
too flexible and therefore perform worse than the baseline model that only ever predicts
the mean across the training set. Specifically, we can observe that all models trained
on a training set including the ARN or CBEN feature sets are associated with negative
R2 values. Each resulting model trained on ABAN features, on the other hand, is
associated with a positive R2 value. Text-based and metadata-based features have only
a small positive effect on the R2 value, while user-based features seem to affect the R2
value in the strongest way, resulting in the best performing models. The final ranking
of feature sets is therefore the following: U, ABAN, T.

Chapter 6
Discussion
The studies outlined in this dissertation are conducted in order to provide answers to
two research questions as described in Chapter 3. The first research question asks if
expertise networks can be utilised to predict social interaction on CQAs and, if yes,
which type of expertise networks is the most accurate in doing so. The second research question asks in a broader fashion, which the governing factors indicating the
presence, volume and quality of social interaction are. In this chapter an evaluation of
the results obtained in Chapter 5 is given and they are compared against results from
related literature. Then the findings are interpreted in regards to these two research
questions.

6.1
6.1.1

Interpreting Study Results
Presence of an Answer

Asaduzzaman et al. [6] evaluate a dataset taken from StackOverflow in a three-yearspan between 2008 and 2011 and find that only roughly 8% of question answered in
that time period remain unanswered in the first month of posting. Similarly, Yang et al.
[53] report that only 13.6% of question asked on Yahoo! Answers are left unanswered
after the initial four-day answering window. In stark contrast to this, the CrossValidated community contains 36% unanswered questions.
This significantly higher percentage of unanswered questions could be attributed to the
more complex topic domain of the CrossValidated board in comparison to the other
two CQAs. Shah [44] introduces the concept of horizontal and vertical QA platforms,
with the former being general-purpose ones such as Yahoo! Answers and the latter
being specialised ones pertaining to one problem domain, such as StackOverflow or,
even more so, CrossValidated. More complicated problem domains, associated with
vertical CQAs, could negatively impact the probability of a question being answered
as the number of users capable of delivering a sophisticated answer decreases. In any
case, these statistics show that in terms of prior-probability any given question posted
on the CrossValidated board has a lower chance of receiving an answer. This difference
45
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does not affect the trained classifiers in this dissertation, as the class distributions are
sampled to represent an even split, as described in Section 4.4.2.
The model performances outlined in Table 5.1 and associated findings are in stark
contrast to the findings of other papers such as [42] and [18]. In fact, Rowe et al. [42]
observed the exact opposite to be true, that text-based features are a stronger indicator
of the probability of receiving an answer. This could, at least partially, be explained
by the highly technical nature of the CrossValidated community in comparison to the
community investigated by Rowe et al., i.e. Boards.ie1 . Empirically, a higher degree of
technicality should push the importance of the specific wording used in the background
as the validity and complexity of the content becomes more important. This theory is
also supported by the fact that the feature of informativeness is the strongest text-based
indicator of the probability of receiving an answer. Informativeness is the only textbased feature that does not concern itself with the style of writing but rather with the
discussed topics, suggesting that the style of writing is secondary to the topical content
of the question. Notably, the time of day during which the question was posted does not
influence the probability of receiving an answer either. Both Yang et al. [53] and Chua
et al. [18] find a correlation between the time of day of posting and the probability of
receiving an answer, an observation that cannot be confirmed in this study.
The best performing model for this prediction task obtains an F1 score of 0.690 on
the testing set, which when compared to recent literature is competitive, yet not state
of the art. Chua et al. [18] can report an accuracy of 0.775 on a dataset taken from
StackOverflow. Rowe et al. [42] achieve an F1 score of 0.792 on a dataset taken from
Boards.ie. While both the models presented in these papers outperform the best model
in Figure 5.1, they are only comparable to a limited extent as the former model relies on
features extracted manually by research associates and the latter is based on a dataset
taken from a more discussion oriented platform.

6.1.2

Presence of an Accepted Answer

On the topic of accepted answers, Burel et al. [11] find that roughly 51% of all questions posted to the ServerFault sub-community of the StackExchange board have an
accepted answer. This observation can be confirmed in my CrossValidated dataset,
in which initially the percentage of questions with an accepted answer lies at 32%.
When accounting for the disparity between answered and unanswered questions as described in Section 5.1.2, however, the percentage of questions with an accepted answer
increases to 49%.
This observation supports the theory put forth in the previous section, that the irregularly high percentage of unanswered questions stems from the complexity of the discussed topics. Questions that receive an answer have the same probability of receiving
an accepted answer, meaning that questions that are answerable by the community
have the same probability of receiving high-quality feedback. It seems, however, that
larger numbers of non-answerable questions are posted. Another observation that can
1 https://www.boards.ie/
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be made is that the presence of an accepted answer is highly correlated with the age of
the user asking the question. This could, at least partially, be attributed to newer users
not being familiar with the concept of accepting an answer, and only over time they
learn of that functionality. If this were the case, then that would pose a problem to the
prediction task as we would be predicting whether a specific user has the tendency to
mark their questions resolved or not. More on this can be found in Section 6.4.
Comparing the highest performing classifier to relevant similar models in literature is
trickier than in the previous section. Most research investigating accepted answers in
CQAs is focused on predicting which answer to a question without an accepted answer
is of high enough quality to be deemed an accepted answer without the asker having to
label it so. The most similar model to the one presented in this work is constructed by
Liu et al. [29] in an attempt to predict asker’s satisfaction with the community feedback
as a product of multiple factors including the presence of an accepted answer. That
specific model achieves an overall F1 score of 0.77 on a dataset taken from Yahoo!
Answers. However, it uses a number of different indicators for asker’s satisfaction and
the two models can therefore not directly be compared.

6.1.3

Number of Answers

The number of answers to a given question can be regarded as the intensity of community feedback to a new post. While research on more discussion related websites
such as Boards.ie [42] show an average number of just over 16 replies per post, the
average number of answers to a question on a CQA is generally lower [5]. Treude et
al. [51] find an average 1.78 answers per question on StackOverflow. This number
can be roughly confirmed by an average 0.97 answers per question on my CrossValidated dataset when not accounting for the discrepancy in unanswered questions. When
accounting for this, the average number of answers per question increases to 1.35.
Comparing the models trained and evaluated in this dissertation to relevant ones in
literature is not possible due to the lack of such relevant models. Most research looking
at the number of answers to questions use different approaches than regression to make
predictions. This is due to the complexity of the task and the resulting low performing
regression models. In practice, a regression model with an R2 score of under 0.1 is not
particularly useful as no accurate predictions can be extracted from it. In the context
of this dissertation, however, it is an acceptable model as the focus was not producing
extremely high performing models but to show a relationship between the underlying
features and the target variable. One of such alternative models is presented by Rowe
et al. [42]. This particular approach is to train a linear regression model but then
not to look at the actual value being produced by the underlying regression function
(as evaluated in R2 scores or similar metrics). Instead a ranking is produced, sorting
the questions by predicted discussion intensity. This ranking is then evaluated using a
metric called Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) in order to score the
produced ranking against the ground truth.
In the same study Rowe et al. [42] find that user features are the most indicative of
lengthy discussions on CQAs. This observation can be confirmed in the study pre-
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sented in this dissertation as the user features showed the highest correlation with the
number of answers per question and produced the best performing models.

6.2

Research Question 1

The graphs presented in Section 5.2 and the final prediction performances presented in
Section 5.3 both give heavy suggestions towards the answer for this research question.
The feature analysis concluded with findings that indicate strong correlation between
the network features extracted from all three expertise network types for each type of
social feedback. This suggests that all three types of expertise networks should at least
marginally have a positive impact on prediction performance. This observation can
be confirmed when observing the tables outlining the different model performances
in Section 5.3. While some outliers exist, where the addition of network features did
not improve prediction performance, the overall picture is that they indeed do and are
even commonly the most indicative feature set, answering the first part of this research
question. This confirms observations made by Rowe et al. [42] who use simple social
network features to aid with the prediction of unanswered questions. It also confirms
the theory set by Molino et al. [32] that expertise networks have applications outside
the finding of experts on CQAs and can be used to aid multiple other prediction tasks.
When comparing the different types of expertise networks against each other, the picture is not as clear. Looking at the individual feature set rankings given in each subsection of Section 5.2, there is no clear best expertise network and, depending on the
target variable, one type of expertise network might outperform the others. The fact
that CBEN-type expertise networks rank highest in at least one of the prediction tasks
show that less intuitive types of expertise networks can be applied successfully.
Due to the reasons mentioned above, the first part of this research question can be
answered with yes, expertise networks can indeed help with the prediction of presence, volume and quality of community feedback on a newly posted question. In fact,
the underlying community structure encoded in the features extracted from expertise
networks can add significant performance to trained models. The second part of this
research question cannot clearly be answered from the studies conducted in this dissertation. There is no clear-cut winner in terms of best expertise network for predicting
all kinds of community feedback, however, this dissertation does recommend one type
of expertise network for each prediction task as the highest performing one.

6.3

Research Question 2

The graphs in Section 5.2 show that in contrast to other researcher’s findings the textbased and metadata-based features seem to not be the primary factors of influencing
the presence, volume and quality of community feedback. For all three prediction
problems user-based and network-based features seem to exhibit strong correlations
with the corresponding dependant variable. This suggests that in the CrossValidated
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community the type of question asked does not dictate the community reaction to it as
much as what kind of user asked the question. Whether this is due to some users asking
more topical or trivial questions cannot be determined but the fact that users with higher
and more connected social standings within the community are more likely to receive
more intense and qualitative feedback while having a lower risk of their questions
remaining unanswered, stands.
The model performances presented in Section 5.3 support this finding by consistently
finding higher model performances associated to user-based and network-based features than text-based and metadata-based features. In fact, the models trained exclusively on text-based and metadata-based features ranked last amongst all models
trained on only one kind of feature sets in each prediction problem.
We can therefore make a strong case for answering this questions with both the level
of previous interactions with the community by the asker of the question and that
specific user’s standing within the community and level of expertise as encoded by
the features extracted from the expertise networks. The data suggests that users with
higher amounts of experience in the community and a higher level of expertise will
receive better community feedback across all three indicators, while less experienced
users with lower expertise levels do not only struggle to attract answers at all but also
higher numbers of answers and more quality answers, regardless of the questions itself.
It therefore seems that in the CrossValidated community it matters less how a question
is posted and more who posted the question.
This finding is in stark contrast to most studies presented in relevant research papers.
Choi et al. [17] show that a model trained exlusively on text-based and metadatabased features can achieve state of the art performance on a dataset extracted from Yahoo! Answers. Similarly, Rowe et al. [42] find that content-based features outperform
user-based features when compared directly in the context of predicting unanswered
questions in a Boards.ie dataset. Chua et al. [18], on the other hand, find that a mix
of user-based, text-based and metadata-based features provides the best result on data
taken from StackOverlfow. These findings represent a shift of feature importance as
the specificity and level of scientific discussion on the CQA increases. Both Yahoo!
Answers and Boards.ie are more discussion-oriented platforms that host both scientific
and non-scientific discussion. StackOverflow and CrossValidated, however, are more
technical platforms focusing on scientific discussion especially in the case of CrossValidated. It seems therefore, as if the importance of text-based and metadata-based
features decreases as the level of scientific discussion increases, while the importance
of user-based, and in the case of this dissertation also of network-based, features increases.

6.4

Limiations

The studies presented in this dissertation do not come without their corresponding limitations. Some of these are concious decisions made in study design and methodology
and others are inherent to the limited scope of the 4th year undergraduate project. In
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this section I will expand on the most apparent limitations and, where appropriate,
give reasons as to why they were deemed acceptable and how they could be forgone in
further work.
The most apparent limitation of this dissertation is the limited size of the dataset. While
on CQA community was thoroughly examined, it is hard to relate the findings to similar communities or contrast them against different ones. In a more extensive study,
other highly-technical CQAs should also be evaluated against the same criteria in order to confirm the findings of this study or reject them where appropriate. The reason
this limitation was deemed acceptable is due to the required effort to extract structured
data from the datadumps provided by StackExchange. The data extracted from the
CrossValidated community was already supplied to me, as elaborated in Section 4.1,
in a convenient format and therefore easily searchable in the further parts of the studies. This allowed for a conduction of more in-depth analyses and extracting the data
from additional CQA communities would have limited the remaining time too much
to provide the same level of analysis.
Another limitation is the lack of sophisticated NLP-based features in my text-based
feature set. Choi et al. [17] show that such features can be indicative of high quality
questions and adding them to my feature sets could drastically improve model performance. Furthermore, the studies presented in this dissertation conclude that the
text-based and metadata-based features are not as indicative of community feedback
provoking questions as user-based or network-based features. This theory could be
disproven by evaluating such advanced NLP-based features over the more basic ones
used in this dissertation. The reason it was chosen to omit such features from my studies is that a significant amount of time would have to be spent on implementing and
fully understanding the underlying concepts such that reasonable conclusions can be
made from the underlying results. This dissertation is focused on evaluating expertisenetwork-based features and it was therefore found to be out-of-scope to spent larger
amounts of time on implementing NLP-based features at a potential trade-off against
implementing network-based features.
A limitation that can be attributed to the technical set-up of my project is the lack of
cross-validation. Using cross-validation could have helped make my model performances more accurate in terms of real-world performance at a fairly low amount of
required effort. However, it was chosen not to implement cross-validation as it does
not conform to my sampling approach as described in 4.1. In order to accurately use
cross-validation in this study, a new expertise network would have to be constructed
on the data contained in each fold in order to assure that the dependant variable is
not encoded in the network-based features. Assuring this would have come with an
immense amount of additional work as for each fold the Python environment would
have to call the R environment and reconstruct a network, extract all features and then
pass the back into the Python environment. Implementing this would have not-only
required a large amount of time spent writing the code but also elongated my training
times significantly.
Other limitations are imposed on this dissertation as a result of the design of the CrossValidated platform. For example, giving an answer to a question is not the only way
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other users can interact with questions. Users can also leave comments to questions,
designed to give feedback other than answers. While this feature is designed to allow for interaction outside of the question-answer frame [4], it is not uncommon that
questions are resolved within the comments. One such case can be seen in Figure 6.1.
Officially, such questions do not have an answer and are marked as unanswered by the
CrossValidated platform, therefore being put into the unanswered class for the study
in this dissertation. Such questions taint the dataset as they are marked unanswered
while they were in reality answered in a different format. Another limitation imposed
by the design of the CrossValidated platform is the fact that question askers are not
required to mark an answer as accepted even if one of the answers to the question is
the correct one. As a result, a trained classifier could be rather predicting whether a
specific user, or a user expressing themselves in a specific way is likely to mark an
answer as accepted.

Figure 6.1: Example of a question that is resolved in the comments.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Further Work
7.1

Conclusion

The studies presented in this dissertation examine the application of different expertise
networks to predict multiple channels of user feedback on a medium-sized, highlytechnical CQA platform, while also diving deeper into the factors determining the
kind and degree of user feedback. This research fits within the existing literature by
combining the fields of expert finding in CQAs and interaction anticipation in CQAs.
To conduct the studies, data was extracted from the CrossValidated community relating
to questions posted to the community and their respective answers. From the resulting
dataset of questions, five feature sets were extracted, a feature set containing only userbased features, a feature set containing only text-based features and three feature sets
containing features extracted from ARN-style, ABAN-style and CBEN-style expertise
networks respectively. Once extracted, the correlation between each feature set and
the respective channels of user feedback was graphed and examined in order to rank
the feature sets according to how indicative of the target variable they are. Then three
conceptual machine-learning models were constructed and trained on each sensible
combination of feature sets in order to evaluate the relative prediction performance
and give a more coherent ranking of the feature sets than the one obtained by visual
inspection of the correlation graphs.
The results show that in the evaluated community the social standing of a user within
an expertise network is a good indicator of the kind and intensity of user feedback
they will receive. The different types of expertise networks were successfully used to
increase model performance on all the types of community feedback, demonstrating a
general applicability of expertise networks outside of their original purpose, to predict
experts members in CQAs. The results also show that the make-up of CQAs focusing
on highly-technical and more subjective topics differs on structural and community
levels. While multiple other papers show that less-technical communities focus on
giving feedback to questions with relatively better writing style, the highly-technical
CQA evaluated in this dissertation focuses on giving feedback to questions posted by
more achieved users within the community. No concrete evidence to the cause of
this is given but the theory that in a more scientific community the actual content and
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answerability of the question in relation to the current scientific field is more important
in determining the community response than the writing style is made.
The research presented in this dissertation shows that expertise networks have a wider
applicability in the field of community analysis in CQAs than commonly anticipated.
This has wide implications, suggesting that many machine-learning models presented
in previous papers could greatly benefit from considering features extracted from expertise networks.

7.2

Further Work

The studies presented in this dissertation open up a plethora of possible applications
for expertise networks in the context on community analysis and community feedback
anticipation. One possible research direction is to explore this application of expertise networks to the research area of question routing on CQAs, similar to the work
presented by Zhou et al. [57] and Li et al. [27]. The problem of routing questions
on CQAs is the matching of new or otherwise unanswered questions with members of
the community that potentially answer them. Another interesting application of expertise networks could be the prediction of the right answer to an unanswered question
from the existing corpus of answers to all previously posted questions, i.e. questionanswer matching as discussed by Shen et al. [49]. Zhao et al. [55] show that including
the perceived authority possessed by the poster of a potential answer can improve such
question-answer matching models and expertise networks could help with operationalising this authority metric.
In addition to these further research areas, the results presented in this dissertation show
that models constructed to solve similar problems as the ones handled in the presented
studies could be improved by including expertise-network-based features. Combining
these features with more sophisticated NLP-based features as presented by Choi et al.
[17] could improve the state of the art performance by leveraging the predictive power
of the underlying community structures.
In terms of community analysis, this dissertation has shown that the driving factors
of community engagement in the CrossValidated community are different when compared to other CQAs. While this dissertation explains these differences with the focus
of this specific community on being scientifically accurate, further research could be
made to confirm this theory. Specifically, other highly-technical CQAs could be examined to confirm the findings made in this dissertation and contrast them directly against
non-technical CQAs.
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